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Abstract
The research described in this paper focuses on analyzing two playful domains
of language: humor and irony, in order to identify key values components for
their automatic processing. In particular, we focus on describing a model for rec-
ognizing these phenomena in social media, such as “tweets”. Our experiments
are centered on five data sets retrieved from Twitter taking advantage of user-
generated tags, such as “#humor” and “#irony”. The model, which is based on
textual features, is assessed on two dimensions: representativeness and relevance.
The results, apart from providing some valuable insights into the creative and
figurative usages of language, are positive regarding humor, and encouraging re-
garding irony.
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1. Introduction
Figurative language is one of the most arduous topics facing natural language
processing (NLP). Unlike literal language, the former takes advantage of linguistic
devices, such as metaphor, analogy, ambiguity, irony, and so on, in order to project
more complex meanings which, usually, represent a real challenge, not only for
computers, but for humans as well. This is the case of humor and irony. Each
one exploits different linguistic strategies to be able to produce an effect (e.g.,
ambiguity and alliteration regarding humor [29, 26]; similes regarding irony [40]).
Sometimes the strategies are similar (e.g., usage of satirical or sarcastic utterances
to express a negative attitude [22, 3]).
These devices entail cognitive capabilities to abstract and meta-represent mean-
ings beyond “physical” words. In this communicative layer, communication is
more than sharing a common code, but being capable of inferring information be-
yond syntax or semantics; i.e. figurative language implies information not gram-
matically expressed to be able to decode its underlying meaning: if this infor-
mation is not unveiled, the real meaning is not accomplished and the figurative
effect is lost. Let us consider a joke. The amusing effect sometimes relies on not
given information. If such information is not filled, the result is a bad, or better
said, a misunderstood joke. This information entails a great challenge because it
points to social and cognitive layers that are quite difficult to be computationally
represented. However, despite the inconveniences that figurative language entails,
the approaches to automatically process figurative devices, such as humor, irony
or sarcasm, seem to be largely encouraging. For instance, the research works fo-
cused on automatic humor generation [7, 36] and humor recognition [26, 25, 31];
as well as the ones focused on irony detection [39, 40, 10], satire detection [9],
and sarcasm detection [38], have shown the feasibility of computationally dealing
with figurative language. In addition, it is important to highlight the relevance
of taking into consideration the scopes that such investigations might represent
facing scenarios, such as edutainment, advertising, sentiment analysis, trends dis-
covery, and so on.
In this framework, this paper aims at showing how two specific domains of
figurative language —humor and irony, may be automatically handled by means
of considering linguistic devices, such as ambiguity and incongruity, and meta-
linguistic devices, such as polarity and emotional scenarios. We especially focus
on discussing how underlying knowledge, which relies on shallow and deep lin-
guistic layers, may represent relevant information to automatically identify figu-
rative uses of language. In particular, and contrary to most of researches that deal
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with figurative language, we aim at identifying figurative uses regarding language
in social media. This means that we are not focused on analyzing prototypical
jokes nor literary examples of irony, rather, we try to find patterns in texts whose
intrinsic characteristics are quite different to the characteristics described in the
specialized literature. For instance, a joke which exploits phonetic devices to pro-
duce a funny effect, and a tweet in which humor is self-contained in the situation.
Considering this scenario, we suggest a set of features which work together as a
system: no single feature is particularly humorous or ironic, but all together pro-
vide a useful linguistic inventory for detecting humor and irony at textual level.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we underline the theoretical
issues which underlies humor and irony. In Section 3 we describe the related work
on the role of automatic figurative language processing. In Section 4 we detail the
set of features. In Section 5 we evaluate the features effectiveness. In Section 6
the results and their implications are discussed. Finally, in Section 7 we draw
some final remarks and address the future work.
2. Theoretical Issues
2.1. Humor
One of the characteristics which defines us as human beings and social entities
is a very complex, as well as very common concept: humor. This concept, which
we could simply define by the presence of amusing effects, such as laughter or
well-being sensations, plays a relevant role in our lives. Humor’s main function is
to release emotions, sentiments or feelings, positively impacts on human health.
In a social context, humor’s cathartic properties make most people react to a hu-
morous stimulus regardless of their beliefs, social status or cultural differences.
Moreover, humor provides valuable information related to linguistic, psycholog-
ical, neurological and sociological phenomena. However, given its complexity,
humor is still an undefined phenomenon. Partly, because the stimuli at make
people laugh can hardly be generalized or formalized. For instance, cognitive
aspects as well as cultural knowledge, are some of the multi-factorial variables
that should be analyzed in order to understand humor’s properties. Despite these
inconveniences, different disciplines such as philosophy [19], linguistics [1], psy-
chology [32], or sociology [20], have attempted to study humor in order to provide
formal insights to explain better its basic features. One one hand, from a psycho-
logical point of view, Ruch [32] has analyzed the relationship between personality
and humor appreciation, providing interesting observations about this perspective,
and about the type of necessary stimuli required to produce a response. One the
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other hand, some linguistic studies have tried to explain humor by means of se-
mantic and pragmatic patterns. Attardo [1, 2] tries to explain verbal humor2 as
a phenomenon that suggests the presence of some knowledge resources, such as
language, narrative strategies, target, situation, logical mechanisms or opposition,
in order to produce a funny effect. Finally, from a sociological point of view, the
most studied features regarding humor appreciation are cultural patterns. Hert-
zler [20] stresses the importance of analyzing the cultural background in order to
categorize humor as an entire phenomenon.
2.2. Irony
Like most figurative devices, irony is difficult to be defined in formal terms.
According to Wilson and Sperber [43], irony is basically a communicative act
that expresses the opposite of what is literally said. Experts consider two types of
irony: verbal irony and situational irony. Most theories concur that verbal irony
communicates an opposite meaning; i.e. a speaker says something that seems to
be the opposite of what he/she means [12]. Situational irony, in contrast, is an
unexpected or incongruous property in a situation or event; i.e. situations that
are just not meant to be [24]. In fine-grained approaches, there are authors that
distinguish other types of ironies: dramatic irony [3]; discourse irony [22]; tragic
irony [11]; etc. Our main interests in this work is focused on verbal irony. e think
that there are some features given in situations where humor and irony are implied
that are worth analyzing.
Most studies about verbal and situational irony have a linguistic approach,
unlike humor. Concerning verbal irony, literature suggests a prototypical char-
acteristic, it intentionally denies what is literally expressed [13], i.e. an indirect
negation [17]. Based on some pragmatic contexts, Grice [18] considers that an
expression is ironic, if and only if, it intentionally violates any conversational
maxim. Wilson and Sperber [43] assume that verbal irony must be understood as
echoic, i.e. as a distinction between use and mention. Utsumi [39] proposes an
ironic environment that causes a negative emotional attitude as a requirement to
consider an expression as ironic. According to the above mentioned perspectives,
these suggest different forms of explaining the underlying concept of opposition
in order to conceive as verbal expression as ironic. At this point, it is important
to highlight that most of ironic expressions used in real life confirm the mean-
2Verbal humor refers to the kind of humor that is generated by linguistic strategies, i.e. by
language. Our work is focused on this particular type of humor.
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ing of irony as the assumption of an opposite meaning from what is said, without
considering any pragmatic rules.
Another important characteristic of verbal irony is related to the slight bound-
ary in meaning from irony, sarcasm, and satire. On one hand, Colston [11] consid-
ers sarcasm as a term that is commonly used to describe an expression of verbal
irony. Gibbs [15] points out that sarcasm combined with devices such as joc-
ularity, hyperbole, rhetorical questions, and understatement, are types of irony;
whereas in [22], authors argue about a type of sarcastic irony that is opposed to
the non sarcastic one. On the other hand, Gibbs and Colston [16] suggest that
irony is often compared to satire and parody. According to this point of view, the
only characteristic that seems to be recurrent, is and underlying negative meaning
that varies in intensity. Finally, Dews et al. [14] state that irony plays different
social functions, considering humor as one of them. Based on their experiments,
a funny meaning is quite often considered as fundamental for ironic expressions.
Considering previous investigations, it is our interest to deeply analyze the
terms humor and irony, in order to detect if there are any elements in common
that may allow us to represent the basic features of both phenomena.
3. Automatic Figurative Language Processing
The interest for automatically processing matters related to figurative language
is not new in NLP. Particularly, considering the approaches related to automatic
humor processing, we can divide them in two areas: generation and recognition.
The aim of the former is to study lexical features which could be formalized in
order to simulate their patterns and generate a funny effect. Researches in [6, 7]
have shown the importance of these forms of patterns, especially on the basis
of phonetic and syntactic information, for automatically generating humor. The
example in 1 illustrates the type of linguistic elements that underlie humor:
1. “What do you use to talk to an elephant? An elly-phone” [6].
In this sentence we can see how structural features, codified through linguistic
information, are used to automatically generate a text with funny connotations.
Note how elly − phone has a phonological similarity with telephone. More-
over, elly − phone is related, phonologically and “semantically”, to the word
which gives its right meaning: elephant. This form of funny question answering
structure —punning riddles, takes advantage of linguistic patterns in order to pro-
duce an amusing effect. Characteristics of a more complex nature have been also
studied to represent and generate funny patterns. The findings reported in [36]
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demonstrated how incongruity and opposite concepts are important elements for
producing funny senses. By means of combining words, which in social terms rep-
resent opposite referents, authors have automatically produced new funny senses
for acronyms such as MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology):
2. “Mythical Institute of Theology”.
With respect to humor recognition, most of research has focused on the anal-
ysis of particular funny structures: one-liners. These short structures are syn-
tactically very simple, and the humorous effect relies on more complex features.
Consider the example in 3:
3. “Infants don’t enjoy infancy like adults do adultery”.
This sentence contains phonological information which helps to produce hu-
mor, but this is not everything. There is also a pun that plays an oppositional
role between the meanings of the words. Together, they produce a funny result.
These types of surface elements have provided evidence for characterizing humor
in terms of formal components (which may automatically be recognized). For
instance, Mihalcea and Strapparava [26] applied machine-learning techniques to
identify humorous patterns in one-liners. Some of the elements they reported are
alliteration, antonymy or adult slang. In addition, they suggested semantic spaces
which are triggers of humor: human centric vocabulary (example 4), negative
orientation (example 5), and professional communities (example 6):
4. “Of all the things I lost, I miss my mind the most”.
5. “Money can’t buy your friends, but you do get a better class of enemy”.
6. “It was so cold last winter that I saw a lawyer with his hands in his own
pockets”.
Moreover, the work of Sjöbergh and Araki [35] has focused on finding pat-
terns in syntactic and semantic layers. According to their results, devices such
as similarity, style or idiomatic expressions, are sources in which humor tends to
appear. When considering bigger structures such as news articles or blogs, the
research of Mihalcea and Pulman [25] has evidenced how negative polarity is a
very important factor to recognize humor. In contrast, the research of Reyes et
al. [31] has shown the role of semantic ambiguity and keyness to characterize
funny blogs. Furthermore, the evaluation described in [30] has supported the rel-
evance of some outstanding features, such as affective and emotional content, to
automatically retrieve funny web comments.
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Finally, according to the arguments stated in the previous section, some of
the conclusions regarding the role of humor beyond surface features point the
relevance of incongruity, idiomatic expressions, common sense knowledge, am-
biguity, and irony as sources to investigate deeper features (see [26]).
On the other hand, the computational approaches which deal with more ab-
stract uses of figurative language tend to be more restricted. However they are
current hot topics in NLP due to the advances in areas such as sentiment analy-
sis and opinion mining, trends discovery, or electronic commerce. For instance,
regarding automatic irony processing, the research described by Utsumi [39] was
one of the first attempts to computationally formalize irony. His model suggested
an idealized hearer-listener interaction; therefore, it was too abstract to be imple-
mented in a computational framework. Veale and Hao [40], in contrast, analyzed
a large quantity of humorous similes of the form “as X as Y” to explain the cog-
nitive processes that underlie irony. According to their research, they noted how
people use these figurative comparisons as a mean to express ironic opinions with
funny effects. Carvalho et al. [10] suggested some clues for automatically identi-
fying ironic sentences. These clues are based on the fact of detecting emoticons,
onomatopoeic expressions, punctuation and quotation marks. On the basis of this
simple approach, they achieved interesting results in the task. Recently, Veale and
Hao [41] presented a linguistic approach in order to automatically differentiate
irony from non-irony in figurative comparisons. They noted how the presence of
markers like “about” can produce a rule-based categorization between ironic and
non-ironic texts.
In fine-grained approaches, Burfoot and Baldwin [9] have tried to determine
whether or not newswire articles can automatically be classified as satirical. Using
lexical and semantics features such as headlines, profanity —offensive language,
or slang, authors could separate satirical from “true” (sic) newswire articles with
interesting F-measure scores. From a different perspective, Tsur et al. [38] ad-
dressed their research in order to find elements to automatically detect sarcasm
in online products reviews. On the basis of a semi-supervised approach, they
suggested surface features such as content words —words regarding information
about the product, company, title, etc., frequent words or punctuation marks, to
represent sarcastic texts. According to their results, precision and recall scores are
significantly positive.
Although these approaches have demonstrated that both humor and irony can
be handled in terms of computational means, it is necessary to improve the mech-
anisms to represent their characteristics, and especially, to create a feature model
capable to symbolize, the less theoretical as possible, both linguistic and social
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knowledge in order to describe deeper and more general properties of these phe-
nomena. For instance, most of results here described are text-specific, i.e. they
are centered either on one-liners, punning riddles, similes, newswire articles, or
products reviews; thus, their scope regarding different instances in which figura-
tive language appears, are limited. Therefore, part of our objective is to identify
salient components, both for humor and irony, by means of formal linguistic argu-
ments, i.e. words and sequences of them, in order to gather a set of more general
attributes to characterize these figurative devices.
4. Feature Model
This section describes the set of features to firstly represent humor, and then,
irony. Concerning humor, we focus on assessing intrinsic features on the basis
of ambiguity. With respect to irony, we suggest more abstract features to repre-
sent favorable and unfavorable ironic contexts on the basis of profiled polarity,
unexpectedness and emotional scenarios3.
4.1. Preliminaries
Most of works related to humor stress out the role of ambiguity as a major
mechanism to produce a funny effect. However, in this context of NLP, ambiguity
is still work in progress. So far, the results are important for tasks in which the
target is literal language, for instance, POS tagging or word sense disambiguation.
However, the results are quite different regarding tasks in which the treatment of
figurative language is involved (that is why ambiguity is regarded as future work
in most of these tasks). Thus, the question is how to capitalize the advances in
the treatment of ambiguity beyond literal language. In particular, taking into con-
sideration that ambiguity in figurative language, and especially in humor, usually
entails knowledge beyond the word or the sentence. Let us consider example 7
below to clarify this point.
7. “Jesus saves, and at today’s prices, that’s a miracle!”.
Unlike example 1 and 3, in which humor was given by phonological ambiguity
(elly-phone vs. telephone), in this example humor is given by exploiting semantic
and pragmatic ambiguity. The funny effect relies on different possible interpreta-
tions that are based on semantic meanings and cultural information. These facts,
3These features are not necessarily humor-dependent or irony-dependent. However, their rele-
vance is analyzed when assessing the presence of these phenomena in different contexts.
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according to cognitive grammar arguments —cf. Langacker [23], turn the figure
of the sentence, i.e. “Jesus saves”, in the ground, thereby shifting the profiled
sense of the whole sentence. These changes generate an ambiguous meaning and,
consequently, a funny result. In other words, this example entails two interpre-
tations: the first one is related to the figure, and logical sense about preserving
someone from harm or loss. The second one shifts this meaning, from the logical
sense related to a religious interpretation, to a ground sense related to economy.
This sense is promoted as figure and then the meaning of the entire sentence be-
comes funny. This type of strategies, according to Mihalcea and Strapparava [26],
leads surprise and create the humorous effect.
On the other hand, since irony cuts through different aspects of language —
from pronunciation to lexical choice, syntactic structure, semantics and concep-
tualization, it is unrealistic to seek a general solution just in one single technique
or algorithm. Moreover, the fuzzy boundaries among irony and concepts such as
sarcasm or satire (cf. discussion in Section 2.2), make more difficult to establish
patterns beyond punctuation marks or domain-specific words. Let us consider the
following examples to illustrate the difficulty of this task:
8. “I feel so miserable without you, it’s almost like having you here.”
9. “Sometimes I need what only you can provide: your absence.”
10. “I thank God that you are unique!.”
According to the perception of the people, which is profiled by employing
specific user-generated tags, these three examples could be either ironic, sarcastic
or even satiric. This means there is not a clear distinction about their boundaries.
Where does irony end, and where does sarcasm (or satire) begin? While irony
courts ambiguity and often exhibits great subtlety, sarcasm is delivered with a cut-
ting or withering tone that is rarely ambiguous. Regardless of these fine-grained
differences, the final purpose of these examples is to communicate negative as-
pects. Furthermore, like in humor, these examples take advantage of unexpected
situations to convey their meaning. This is clearer in examples 8 and 9, where
the expected conclusion, given the initial chunks, would suggest a different and
“sweeter” final. In addition, according to [34], irony evokes certain types of emo-
tions. In these examples, we can cite aggressiveness, surprise, desire, and why
not, zest and pleasure. Finally, we cannot obviate their funny effect.
Therefore, based on these preliminary arguments, the set of features we eval-
uate are:
i. ambiguity, focusing on three layers: structural, morphosyntactic and seman-
tic;
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ii. polarity, focusing on words which denote either positive or negative seman-
tic orientations;
iii. unexpectedness, focusing on contextual imbalances among the semantic
meanings of the words;
iv. emotional scenarios, focusing on psychological contexts regarding natural
language concepts.
4.2. Structural Ambiguity
As previously noted, humor uses some predictable features such as rhetoric
devices in order to get humorous effects. On the basis of this property, we aim
at investigating how much valuable information could be extracted by measuring,
in terms of language models, the perplexity of a set of funny texts against that
of non-funny ones. This measure, according to Jurafsky and Martin [21], predicts
linguistic representation quality, given two probabilistic models. Therefore, since
humor exploits ambiguity as a mechanism to generate its effect, our hypothesis
is that humorous texts maximize the degree of perplexity by profiling a structural
ambiguity. This structural ambiguity can be represented by the dispersion in the
number of combinations among the words that constitute the humor examples.
According to our hypothesis, structural ambiguity can be considered a trigger for
potential funny situations and should thus appear quite often in humorous texts.
4.3. Morphosyntactic Ambiguity
It is well-known that ambiguity covers all linguistic levels: from morpho-
logical up to discursive level. Hence, it was also considered important to study
the impact that morphosyntactic ambiguity can have on processing figurative lan-
guage, specifically humor. On this subject, we think that the number of POS tags
that any word in context can have, it is a hint at the underlying mechanism of
humor to produce its effect. For instance, the funny effect could rely on noting a
meaning shift due to the use of, let us say, lie as a verb (to be postrated), rather
than a noun (prevarication). Moreover, this ambiguity can be codified at syntactic
level as well. Thus we aim at representing this property, in terms of a syntactic
dependencies, in such a way to be able to determine the complexity of humorous
and non-humorous texts.
4.4. Semantic Ambiguity
Ambiguity is closely related to the different meanings that a word, phrase or
sentence may produce. As we already mentioned, in example 7 the trigger which
enables the funny interpretation is linked to semantic and pragmatic referents.
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This represents a great challenge for NLP research. On this subject, both semantic
and pragmatic levels constitute an important source of ambiguity triggers and,
consequently, we aim at studying how valuable information can be obtained from
these layers. We defined a measure to statistically estimate the range of semantic
dispersion profiled by a text in order to determine how ambiguous this text is.
The measure is based on the hypernym distance between synsets, calculated with
respect to WordNet. Our hypothesis relies on the fact discussed in Section 4.1:
humor is often the result of a shift in the ground meaning. If ground meaning is
profiled, then logical meaning is broken and humor is produced.
4.5. Polarity
One of the most common properties, both in humor and irony, relies on con-
veying the opposite meaning by profiling positive qualities over negative ones (cf.
examples 5 and 10). This property, as we previously discussed, sometimes profiles
an aggressive meaning, sometimes only yields a funny one. With this category,
we intend to obtain an indicator about the correlation between words which se-
mantically profile positive and negative meanings in a text; i.e. to determine the
polarity. Our hypothesis is to find a greater weight regarding the presence of
positive elements, regardless of the aggressive or funny meaning profiled in the
texts. To this end, we employed the Macquarie Semantic Orientation Lexicon
(MSOL) [33] to label our data sets. This resource contains 76,400 entries (30,458
positive and 45,942 negative ones).
4.6. Unexpectedness
Irony often relies on situational phenomena related to incongruity, non ex-
pected situations, senseless, absurd, and so on. Lucariello [24] suggests the term
unexpectedness to represent “imbalances in which opposition is a critical fea-
ture”. According to her arguments, a surprising factor is a key component, not
only concerning irony but concerning humor as well. Unexpectedness therefore is
intended to be a mechanism for representing contextual imbalances both in funny
and ironic texts. This property, in accordance with her research, is an event related
to oppositions or inconsistencies in contexts, situations, roles, or time. In order
to measure contextual imbalance, we estimated the similarity of concepts taking
into consideration their semantic relatedness. As noted by Oliva et al. [27], the
fact of estimating semantic similarity, especially regarding short texts, is very im-
portant when facing natural language processing tasks. Therefore, our underlying
hypothesis is: the lesser semantic relatedness, the greater contextual imbalance
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(funny/ironic texts); the greater semantic relatedness, the lesser contextual imbal-
ance (non funny/ironic texts).
4.7. Emotional Scenarios
According to Shelley [34], an emotional ground is necessary to increase ”the
sense that [a] situation is ironic”. This information, which is profiled by select-
ing certain linguistic elements, represents valuable knowledge regarding our task
because many figurative expressions rely on these contents to produce their effect
(cf. example 8)4. Emotional scenarios is thus a way of representing information
regarding contents beyond grammar, and beyond positive or negative polarity. In
others words, this feature attempts to especially characterize irony in terms of
elements that symbolize abstract contents such as sentiments, attitudes, feelings,
moods, and so on, in order to define a schema of favorable and unfavorable emo-
tional contexts. On the basis of a psychological perspective, we intend to repre-
sent these contexts in terms of the categories described in [42]. These categories
quantify emotional words in terms of scores obtained from human ratings regard-
ing natural language. They are activation (degree of response, either passive or
active, that humans have under an emotional state), imagery (how difficult it is
to form a mental picture of a given word), and pleasantness (degree of pleasure
produced by the words).
5. Evaluation
Several experiments were performed in order to evaluate the capabilities to
automatically discriminate both humorous and ironic texts. The following schema
summarizes the evaluation phase:
i. feature representativeness. Phase focused on representing our evaluation
corpus by means of the features previously discussed.
ii. feature relevance. Phase focused on assessing the features by means of a
classification task.
5.1. Evaluation Corpus
Defining whether or not a text is funny (or ironic) is extremely subjective. In
general, the property of being funny or ironic not only depends on the source (i.e.
4It is worth noting the importance of emotional content in NLP tasks. For instance, consider
the recent advances in building knowledge bases for emotion detection described in [4].
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the texts), but also on the target (i.e. the reader). If the latter is not capable of
decoding the underlying meaning, it does not mean that such source is not funny
or ironic. Personal factors such as mood, stress, or even linguistic competence,
impact on the final interpretation. Therefore, in order to avoid the subjectivity of
collecting a corpus based on personal judgments, we decided to collect examples
a-priori considered either funny or ironic. Thus, we centered on user-generated
tags. In particular, we used the ones posted on one of the current trendy enterprises
regarding social media: Twitter. We collected a corpus of 50,000 texts. It is
divided in five sets, each contains 10,000 texts. A mandatory requirement, except
for one set, was determined in order to retrieve the remaining four: they should be
labeled with a hashtag; i.e. a user-generated tag provided by the users themselves
when posting their texts to focus their contributions on particular subjects. The
hashtags were #humor, #irony, #politics, and #technology. The set general
was retrieved without considering particular requirements5.
By considering this approach, apart from avoiding personal judgments, we
obtained two adjacent benefits: i) it is unnecessary neither a manual annotation
nor an inter-annotator agreement regarding the positive texts; and ii) according to
our objective, we can extend the scopes of this research to others types of texts
which contain figurative language.
5.2. Feature Representativeness
In order to estimate the perplexity in our data sets, we used the SRILM Toolkit
[37]. Five particular language models were created (one for each data set), as
well as a more representative one obtained by using the Google N-grams [8].
All the language models were trained with trigrams, employing interpolation and
Kneser-Ney discount as smoothing methods. The perplexity for each data set was
determined by comparing its language model against the Google language model.
Subsequently, every text was represented with a perplexity ratio. This ratio was
obtained by dividing the perplexity of the set it belongs to (for instance humor)
by the size of the data set (i.e. 10,000), and finally multiplying this result for the
length of each text.
With respect to the sentence complexity, we employed Formula 1, introduced
in [5], to estimate how complex the syntactic structure is:







5The whole corpus is available by contacting authors.
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where vl and nl are the number of verbal and nominal links respectively; and cl
is the number of clauses for text tn. The process consisted in firstly labeling all
texts with POS tags, and then, a syntactic parser was carried out. It is important
to stress that, in order to reduce the ambiguity due to POS tags, we enable a POS
disambiguation module before running the syntactic parser.
The last experiment concerning ambiguity was addressed to represent seman-







where S is the set of synsets (s0, ..., sn) for word w; P(n,k) is the number of per-
mutations of n objects in k slots; and d(si, sj) is the length of the hypernym path
between synsets (si, sj) according to WordNet. This formula is a way of quan-
tifying the difference among the senses of a word. For instance, the noun killer
has four synsets6. Taking into account only the synsets s0 and s1 we obtain as first
common hypernym physical entity. The number of nodes to reach this hypernym
is 6 and 2, respectively. Thus, its semantic dispersion is the sum of those distances
divided by 2. Now, considering all its synsets, we obtain six possible combina-
tions whose distances to their first common hypernym generates a dispersion of
6,83. This process was carried out for all texts in every data set, summing the
semantic dispersion of all the words in a text, and dividing by its length.
The following experiment was focused on determining the polarity in texts.
Firstly, all texts were stemmed and stopwords were removed. Then, on the basis
of the MSOL database, Formula 3 was applied in order to represent, in terms of a









where sp is the set of positive words; sn is the set of negative words; and |d| is the
length of dk.
Contextual imbalance was determined by measuring the semantic similarity
among the words. As conducted on the previous experiment, texts were stemmed
and stopwords removed. The semantic similarity was estimated by applying the
Resnik measure, implemented in WordNet::Similarity [28], in order to obtain the
6cf. WordNet v. 3.0
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semantic relatedness in all the texts. The context was delimited in a 3-word win-
dow. A backoff method to assign the most frequent sense was enabled as well.
Finally, regarding the emotional scenarios, texts were represented by the cat-
egories described in Section 4.7. In order to represent activation, imagery and
pleasantness ratios, we used Whissell’s Dictionary of Affect in Language [42].
This dictionary scores around 9,000 English words regarding the three scenarios.
The score ranges goes from 1 (passive, difficult to form a mental picture, unpleas-
ant) to 3 (active, easy to form a mental picture, pleasant). For instance, the term
flower is passive (score = 1), easily representable (score = 3), and tends to be
pleasant (score = 2.75).
5.3. Feature Relevance
This phase consisted of assessing the capabilities of automatically classifying
texts into the data set they belong to. Each one of the 50,000 documents was
converted in a frequency-weighted term vector7 according to the ratios obtained
in the representativeness phase. Then, a decision tree was used to classify the
texts. Four classifiers were trained considering a binary scenario; i.e. a positive
set was always compared against a negative one. All of them were performed
considering 70% for training, and 30% for test. The following schema illustrates
the features evaluated for each classifier respectively:
i. features regarding ambiguity (perplexity, sentence complexity, and seman-
tic dispersion), considering the set humor vs. the sets irony, politics, tech-
nology, and general;
ii. features regarding polarity (positive and negative), unexpectedness (con-
textual imbalance), and emotional scenarios (activation, imagery, pleasant-
ness), considering the set irony vs. the sets humor, politics, technology, and
general;
iii. features regarding ambiguity, polarity, unexpectedness, and emotional sce-
narios, considering the set humor vs. the sets irony, politics, technology,
and general;
iv. features regarding polarity, unexpectedness, emotional scenarios, and am-
biguity, considering the set irony vs. the sets humor, politics, technology,
and general.
7All documents were preprocessed removing hashtags and stopwords. Stemming was applied
as well.
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Results in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure, are detailed in
Tables 1- 4. Table 1 shows the results about ambiguity concerning humor (first
classifier); Table 2 contains the results about polarity, unexpectedness, and emo-
tional scenarios concerning irony (second classifier); Table 3, includes the results
about ambiguity, polarity, unexpectedness, and emotional scenarios concerning
humor (third classifier); finally, Table 4 illustrates the results about polarity, unex-
pectedness, emotional scenarios, and ambiguity, concerning irony (fourth classi-
fier).
Implications are discussed in the following section.
Table 1: Results classifier i. (Features: ambiguity)
Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure
Humor vs. Irony 85.15 0.96 0.73 0.83
Humor vs. Politics 77.35 0.75 0.82 0.78
Humor vs. Technology 71.27 0.66 0.88 0.75
Humor vs. General 77.27 0.93 0.59 0.72
Table 2: Results classifier ii. (Features: polarity, unexpectedness, emotional scenarios)
Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure
Irony vs. Humor 62.30 0.62 0.61 0.62
Irony vs. Politics 67.73 0.68 0.67 0.68
Irony vs. Technology 59.58 0.59 0.65 0.61
Irony vs. General 55.78 0.56 0.57 0.56
Table 3: Results classifier iii. (Features: ambiguity, polarity, unexpectedness, emotional scenarios)
Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure
Humor vs. Irony 93.13 0.93 0.93 0.93
Humor vs. Politics 85.93 0.87 0.85 0.86
Humor vs. Technology 85.82 0.85 0.86 0.86
Humor vs. General 92.15 0.92 0.93 0.92
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Table 4: Results classifier iv. (Features: polarity, unexpectedness, emotional scenarios, ambiguity)
Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure
Irony vs. Humor 84.33 0.80 0.91 0.85
Irony vs. Politics 91.97 0.90 0.95 0.92
Irony vs. Technology 88.97 0.87 0.91 0.89
Irony vs. General 70.12 0.78 0.56 0.65
6. Discussion
According to the results depicted in these tables, we can note important impli-
cations regarding the usefulness of these features to represent recurrent properties
in figurative language. Taking into consideration the accuracy achieved in most
of experiments, it is clear the effectiveness of these features when discriminating
texts belonging to five distinct sets. Moreover, looking at precision, recall, and
F-measure rates, we can corroborate their relevance. This means that, at least re-
garding the data sets here employed, the capabilities of representing two types of
expression concerning figurative language (humor and irony) are satisfactory.
According to the results, it is clear that humor is more suitable than irony.
For instance, considering only ambiguity (Table 1), humor achieves ratios which
always exceed 70% of accuracy, whereas irony hardly achieves ratios higher than
60% (Table 2). In contrast, when considering the whole set of features, humor
reaches up to 93% of accuracy (Table 3), whereas irony markedly improves its
score, reaching up to 90% in its best result (Table 4). Despite these differences, it
is worth noting to highlight the accuracy achieved when considering these devices:
regardless the features evaluated by each classifier, when discriminating humor
vs. irony, and vice versa, the results are (usually) better than when classifying the
remaining sets.
Furthermore, in order to evaluate the features beyond a binary representation,
a last classifier was built. In this one, all data sets were represented with the whole
set of features, then, the five sets were classified in a multi-class classification. The
results support the previous ones: 80% of accuracy, and F-measure = 0.79. All
these results point to make evident the presence of underlying patterns in both
figurative devices that are well-represented by these features.
With respect to this assumption, we decided to verify which features are the
most relevant to represent either humor or irony. Thus, we applied to each clas-
sifier an information gain filter. According to the results obtained, we could ap-
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preciate how the relevance of every feature is related to the kind of information
profiled by each data set. For instance, when classifying texts from humor and
politics sets, the most informative features were perplexity, pleasantness, sentence
complexity, and semantic dispersion; whereas when classifying texts from irony
and politics sets, the most relevant ones were pleasantness, activation, perplexity,
and contextual imbalance.
Figure 1: Learning curves regarding classifier i. humor vs. irony; politics, technology, general.
Figure 2: Learning curves regarding classifier ii. irony vs. humor; politics, technology, general.
Figure 3: Learning curves regarding classifier iii. humor vs. irony; politics, technology, general.
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Figure 4: Learning curves regarding classifier iv. irony vs. humor; politics, technology, general.
This is clearer when analyzing the learning curves achieved in each classifica-
tion. In Figures 1 - 4, we graphically show the performance of these features when
classifying each one of the positive sets vs. the negative ones. Figure 1 shows the
learning curves regarding the evaluations of the first classifier; Figure 2 depicts
the ones regarding the second classifier; whereas Figure 3 and Figure 4, present
the ones regarding the third and fourth classifier, respectively.
According to these figures, it is obvious that the learning curve, both for hu-
mor and irony data sets, is achieved with less instances when the whole features
are considered; i.e. there is a noticeable improvement. However, the feature per-
formance is not constant for all the cases. For instance, the convergence is easily
reached when discriminating either humor or irony set from politic set. Just the
contrary with respect to technology or general sets. This might suppose that ev-
ery data set profiles specific linguistic information in order to efficiently convey
its message. Thus, the feature effectiveness will be related to the types of nega-
tive data; i.e. they can represent a better solution for some data sets but a worse
one for others. Despite these issues, we consider the feature performance to be
satisfactory.
Finally, we would like to stress some remarks regarding every feature.
i. The results obtained by estimating the perplexity demonstrated, according
to our initial assumption, how the underlying structure in figurative lan-
guage is less predictable and, probabilistically, more ambiguous than literal
language. This means that, given two different distributional schemes, the
structures that have a broader range of combinations are the ones concerning
humorous and ironic discourses.
ii. Morphosyntactic ambiguity seems to be another important feature to repre-
sent figurative language. By means of measuring syntactic complexity, we
could note that both funny and ironic texts are less complex than texts in the
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remaining sets. This behavior suggests well-formed structures in figurative
devices, which exploit other types of strategies. Mainly, based on semantic
and pragmatic layers.
iii. The role of semantic layer as a trigger of ambiguous situations seems to
be more relevant. On the basis of semantic dispersion results, it is possi-
ble to infer the relevance of semantic strategies in figurative language. By
profiling, at least two possible interpretations, it is more likely to generate
hollows of ambiguity which contribute to produce more complex meanings
both in funny and ironic texts.
iv. With respect to polarity, despite the greater number of negative words in
the MSOL (more than 15,000 words of difference; cf. Section 4.5), it is
worth noting how positive words are more representative concerning the
funny texts. In contrast, the ironic texts concentrate most of negative words.
This fact is contrary to results described in [25](which is focused only on
one-liners). They suggest the relevance of negative information to gener-
ate humor. In addition, concerning irony, these results makes question our
assumption about the use of positive information to express an underlying
negative meaning.
v. Regarding unexpectedness, our underlying assumption relies on the fact that
a text whose constituents profile senses that significantly differ among them
is more likely to be used in figurative language, than a text whose words
project senses that slightly differ. Based on contextual imbalance results,
we could appreciate the relevance of this feature when classifying the ironic
texts. Opposite situation regarding humor: contextual imbalance was, usu-
ally, useless to represent funny texts. This behavior suggests, at least re-
garding these type of texts and this specific feature, different strategies to
achieve either funny or ironic effects.
vi. The role played by the last feature (emotional scenarios) on the classifi-
cations is significant. Considering the three categories (activation, imagery,
pleasantness), it is remarkable the effectiveness of this feature for increasing
the classification accuracy, both for funny and ironic texts. We can interpret
the results achieved with this feature as a way of communicating ad hoc
stimuli, through which, people easily produce favorable contexts to express
figurative language.
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7. Conclusions and Further Work
In this paper we have presented an approach to the representation of tow im-
portant figurative devices in short online texts: humor and irony. The features
we have considered represent different types of patterns from a text: ambiguity,
polarity, unexpectedness, and emotional content. They intended to symbolize low
and high level properties of figurative language on the basis of formal linguis-
tic elements. An evaluation corpus of 50,000 texts automatically retrieved from
Twitter was used to evaluate the patterns. Two goals were considered in the eval-
uation: representativeness and relevance. Some of the results, apart from being
satisfactory in terms of classification accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure,
confirmed our initial assumptions about the usefulness of this kind of information
to characterize these devices. According to the results, it is important to high-
light that the set of features work together as a system; i.e. no single feature is
distinctly humorous or ironic, but all of them together provide a useful linguistic
inventory for detecting these types of figurative devices at textual level. Further
work consists of improving the quality of the features, as well as in identifying
new ones, especially regarding irony. In addition, we aim at assessing the scope
of the features by verifying their performance with other types of data sets, and
considering other types of figurative devices.
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